STM User Interface Specs
jm 	5.1.2000	original version
jm 	27.11.2002	image transfer format
LED Display
Left LED -- Motor status
green	stopped
yellow	moving
red	automatic approach
Right LED -- Tunneling gap status
green	no current
yellow	feedback active
red	tip crash
When a tip crash has occured, the red indicator stays on until the next automatic approach or retreat is performed, or the indicator is cleared using the "CC!" command.
RS-232 parameters
The RS-232 host interface is always operated at
115’200 Baud, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity. (230’400 Baud option to be decided?)
Host commands are not echoed by the DSP.
Command Syntax
Commands and variable names consist of exactly two alpha characters.
They are not case sensitive. 
Commands or variable assignments/readouts are terminated by a <CR>.
Other control characters or spaces are ignored, but may not be present inside 
command or variable names. Multiple statements per line are permitted,
either separated by white space or concatenated directly.
Syntax examples
AA!	execute command AA
AA?	print variable value AA (output is always a decimal fraction)
AA=123	assign decimal integer value to AA
AA=-123	-"-
AA=$5A	assign hex integer value to AA (only positive values permitted)
AA=.123	assign decimal fraction to AA ('.' must be first character!)
AA=-.123	-"-
Command Set
Scanning and tunneling
SC	accept new variable settings and start scan
ZA	start automatic approach
ZR	retract tip
CC	clear tip crash indicator (red LED)
Stepper motor
MG	goto destination
ML	goto limit switch
MS	stop immediately
MU	up one step
MM	down one step
MO	power on
MF	power off
Variable Set
column 1:	variable name
column 2:	data direction (Input, Output).
column 3:	type (Fraction -0.999 .. +0.999, Natural 0..n, Boolean 0 or 1).
column 4:	initial value
Stepper motor operation
MP	IO	N	0	current motor position, half steps (400/rev)
MD	I	N	0	motor destination, half steps (400/rev)
MB	I	N	600	backup distance (retract from sample, incl backlash!)
Scan generation and sampling
XO	I	F	0.0	offset (image center) X  	0.0 = centered
YO	I	F	0.0	offset (image center) Y,  	0.0 = centered
XL	I	F	0.5	image size X,	1.0 = full scale
YL	I	F	0.5	image size Y	1.0 = full scale
XS	I	F	0.001	sampling increment X	over range -1 .. +1
YS	I	F	0.001	sampling increment Y	over range -1 .. +1
XI	I	F	0.001	scanning increment X	over range -1 .. +1
YI	I	F	0.001	scanning increment Y	over range -1 .. +1
XR	I	F	0.707	rotation factor X 	XR²+YR² = 1.0	
YR	I	F	-0.707	rotation factor Y
XM	I	F	0.0001	max. output change X during retrace	
YM	I	F	0.0001	max. output change Y during retrace
Tunneling junction and Z feedback
UB	I	F	0.015	bias voltage, 1V = 0.1 div.
IT	O	F	0.0125	tunneling current setpoint, 1nA = 0.0125 div.
FI	I	F	0.0001	feedback I factor
FT	I	F		feedback lowpass time constant (not used yet)
ZL	I	F	-0.9	low piezo Z limit (retract when below limit), 40V = 1 div.
ZH	I	F	0.5	high piezo Z limit (extend up to here on approach), 40V = 1 div
ZU	I	F	-0.003	piezo Z correction upon tip crash, 
				expected sensitivity: 90 Angstrom ~ 1V = 0.025 div
ZD	I	F	0.0003	piezo Z step size during approach, scale as above.
ZS	I/O	F	0.0	slope of scan (Z correction per SSI frame).
				Manual setting or automatic adaptation (see ZT parameter)
ZT	I	B	0	0 = manual ZS entry, 1 = auto adaptation
Monitoring (noise, average...)
TA	O	F	--	tunnel current average, 1nA = 0.0125 div.
TN	O	F	--	tunnel current noise, (8pA)² = 0.01 div
TZ	O	F	--	current piezo Z position
TS	I	F	0.0	amplitude of step test signal
TP	I	N	200	half period of step test signal (number of SSI frames)
Scan Image Format
Scanned image data are not transferred via the RS-232 interface yet.
Description of planned transfer “protocol” to follow.
- Transmission requires a transparent, byte-oriented connection. 
- Data are transmitted uni-directionally from the STM to the host PC. 
- Data are transmitted in Frames of variable length.
- No receipt acknowledgement and no flow control (ongoing scan; buffer and bandwidth are tight…).
- Checksum and block number enables the receiver to drop invalid blocks.
- Frames can be mixed with regular ASCII responses from the command interpreter.
  ASCII responses can only occur between ETX and STX of the following block.
- “Start of Scan” frame indicates new scan. Repeat this for increased safety?
- No “End of Scan” frame; scan is considered complete when the next scan starts.
Control Characters
ESC	0x01		escape (note: not standard ASCII Escape!)
STX	0x02		start of frame
ETX	0x03		end of frame
If any of these control characters appears in the binary data, it is escaped as [ESC,  char XOR 0x20].
Frame Format
General format	STX.8    Block_Number.16    Type.8    Information…    CRC.16    ETX.8
Block number	0 = start of scan, 1..n = scan lines
Type	type of following information:
	0 = current, linear scale, 16 bit/pixel
	1 = current, logarithmic scale, 8 bit/pixel
	2 = position, linear scale, 16 bit/pixel
	3 = position, linear scale, adaptive differences, 8 bit/pixel
Information	Block_Number = 0: to be defined,
	Block_Number > 0: data bytes or words as declared by Type byte.
CRC	CRC checksum, CCITT-CRC x^16+x^12+x^5+1.
	CRC is calculated over the non-escaped values.


